Located in Southwest Alaska, Bristol Bay is a remote and rugged region that supports many sustainable and robust business sectors feeding the Alaskan and national economy.

**GLOBAL SOCKEYE SALMON PRODUCTION**

Every fishing job in Bristol Bay creates 3 more in other industries.

**Every $1 earned by Bristol Bay fishery generates another $2 in other industries**

**AMERICAN INCOME**

$500 MILLION

**ECONOMIC OUTPUT**

$1.5 BILLION

**AMERICAN JOBS**

14,000

**DISTRIBUTION**

$140M

Salmon transported to Lower 48

**SHIPPING, SECONDARY PROCESSING & RETAIL**

$110M

Output value

**EXPORTS**

28%

Of U.S. salmon exports

**COMBINED ECONOMIC IMPACT**

$525M

Wholesale value

$214M

Harvest value

$173M

Generated annually
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